
Fill in the gaps

Been Better by Kyla La Grange

 Tell me none of your longings

 I don't need them or you

 And leave me none of your wisdom

 I don't need your lies or  (1)________  truths

 I've been better when the sky was red

 And a face like  (2)__________  couldn't make me scared

 I've  (3)________   (4)____________  with the things I said

 When I took the lead instead of being lead

 Feed me  (5)________  of your lines

 I won't fall for them,  (6)______________  I'll lose

 And hold me to none of my words

 I don't mean them when I'm with you

 And the cars streak past with a life inside

 Why is my life in your eyes?

 And the  (7)______________  glow 

 With the hearts they've known

 Why is my heart never mine?

 I've been better when the sky was red

 And a face like  (8)__________  couldn't make me scared

 I've been  (9)____________  with the things I said

  (10)________  I  (11)________  the  (12)________  instead

of being lead

 I've been  (13)____________   (14)________  the sky was

red

 And a face like yours couldn't make me scared

 I've been better with the things I said

  (15)________  I took the lead instead of being lead

 I've been better  (16)________  the sky was red

And a face like yours couldn't make me scared

I've been better with the things I said

When I  (17)________  the lead  (18)______________  of 

(19)__________  lead

I've been better when the sky was red

And a  (20)________  like yours couldn't make me scared

I've been  (21)____________   (22)________  the things I

said

When I took the lead instead of being lead

I've been better, I've  (23)________  better

I've been better, I've been  (24)____________  oh

(bis)
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. your

2. yours

3. been

4. better

5. none

6. because

7. windows

8. yours

9. better

10. When

11. took

12. lead

13. better

14. when

15. When

16. when

17. took

18. instead

19. being

20. face

21. better

22. with

23. been

24. better
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